
Sta 250 = Mth 342 : Homework 1This is intended to be a review of the material that students in this lassare expeted to be familiar with, perhaps from taking a lass like Duke'sMTH 135 = STA 104. This material is overed in the �rst half of the oursetext, (any edition of) M.H. DeGroot and M.J. Shervish, Probability andStatistis.You may disuss problems with eah other but you must write up yourown solutions (opying is not allowed). You won't be able to ollaborateon exams, so it's very dangerous to beome dependent on teamwork or onsomeone else's problem solving for homeworks. For full redit you mustinlude enough work to justify your answers.1.3 Suppose that a ertain preint ontains 350 voters, of whih 250 areDemorats and 100 are Republians. If 30 voters are hosen at randomfrom the preint, what is the probability that exatly 18 Demoratswill be seleted?1.9 Suppose that 10 ards, of whih �ve are red and �ve are green, areput at random into 10 envelopes, of whih seven are red and three aregreen, so that eah envelope ontains one ard. Determine the prob-ability that exatly k envelopes will ontain a ard with a mathingolor (k = 0; 1; : : : ; 10).1.10 Suppose that the events A and B are disjoint. Under what onditionsare A and B disjoint?2.3 Suppose that A and B are events suh that Pr(A) = 1=3, Pr(B) = 1=5,and Pr(A j B) + Pr(B j A) = 2=3. Evaluate Pr(A [B).2.13 Three students A, B, and C are enrolled in the same lass. Supposethat A attends lass 30% of the time, B attends lass 50% of the time,and C attends lass 80% of the time. If these students attend lassindependently of eah other, what is (a) the probability that at leastone of them will be in lass on a partiular day and (b) the probabilitythat exatly one of them will be in lass on a partiular day?2.25 Suppose that 30% of the bottles produed in a ertain plant are de-fetive. If a bottle is defetive, the probability is 0.9 that an inspetorwill notie it and remove it from the �lling line. If a bottle is notdefetive, the probability is 0.2 that the inspetor will think that it isdefetive and remove it from the �lling line.1



(a) If a bottle is removed from the �lling line, what is the probabilitythat it is defetive?(b) If a ustomer buys a bottle that has not been removed from the�lling line, what is the probability that it is defetive?3.15 Suppose that, on a partiular day, two persons A and B arrive at aertain store independently of eah other. Suppose that A remains inthe store for 15 minutes and that B remains in the store for 10 minutes.If the time of arrival of eah person has a uniform distribution overthe hour between 9:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m., what is the probabilitythat A and B will be in the store at the same time?3.21 Suppose that X and Y are iid random variables, and that eah hasthe following pdf: f(x) = (e�x x > 0;0 otherwise.Also, set U = X=(X + Y ) and V = X + Y .(a) Determine the joint pdf of U and V .(b) Are U and V independent?3.22 Suppose that the random variables X and Y have the following jointpdf: f(x; y) = (8xy 0 � x � y � 1;0 otherwise.Also, set U = X=Y and V = Y .(a) Determine the joint pdf of U and V .(b) Are X and Y independent?() Are U and V independent?4.7 Suppose that an automobile dealer pays an amount X (in thousandsof dollars) for a used ar and then sells it for an amount Y . Supposethat the random variables X and Y have the following joint pdf:f(x; y) = ( 136x 0 � x � y � 6;0 otherwise.Determine the dealer's expeted gain from the sale.2



4.11 Suppose that you are going to sell ola at a football game and mustdeide in advane how muh to order. Suppose that the demand forola at the game, in liters, has a ontinuous distribution with pdf f(x).Suppose that you make a pro�t of g ents on eah liter that you sellat the game and su�er a loss of  ents on eah liter that you orderbut do not sell. What is the optimal amount of ola for you to orderso as to maximize your expeted net gain?4.27 Suppose that X is a random variable suh that Pr[X � 0℄ = 1 andE[Xk℄ <1. Prove that for k > 0 and t > 0,P[X � t℄ � E[Xk℄tk :5.13 Suppose that a pair of balaned die are rolled 120 times; and let Xdenote the number of rolls on whih the sum of the two numbers is 7.Use the entral limit theorem to determine a value of k suh thatPr[jX � 20j � k℄ � 0:95:5.17 Suppose that X1 and X2 are independent random variables, and Xihas an exponential distribution with rate parameter �i (i = 1; 2), soPr[Xi > x℄ = e�x�i for x > 0. Show that for eah onstant k > 0,Pr[X1 > kX2℄ = �2k�1 + �2 :5.18 Suppose that 15,000 people in a ity with a population of 500,000 arewathing a ertain television program. If 200 people in the ity areontated at random, what is the approximate probability that fouror fewer are wathing the program?
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